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"One
"One Picture is Worth Ten Thousand
Thousand Words"
Words"'1
Introduction
An
An American
Americanhigh
highschool
schoolmedia
mediateacher
teacher instructing
instructinghis
hisstudents
studentsabout
about the
the impact
impact of
of images
images to make

"500 years
ago, when
when less
lessthan
than5%
5% of
of the
the population
population was
was literate,
literate, Martin
Martin
a point observed
observed that “500
years ago,
Luther,
as art
art to
to deliver
deliver
Luther, the
the Protestant
Protestant reformer,
reformer, resorted
resorted to
to the
the use
use of
of persuasive
persuasive images disguised as
his message.
Now, in
major means
means of
of
message. Now,
in our
our mostly
mostlyliterate
literatesociety,
society,we
westill
stillsee
seethe
theuse
use of
of images
images as
as aa major

influence
influence in
in TV,
TV,movies,
movies,and
andespecially
especiallypolitical
politicalcampaigns
campaignsas
asthe
themost
mosteffective
effectivepersuaders."2
persuaders.”2

Perspective of
Perspective
ofthe
theOntario
Ontariocivil
civil litigation
litigation lawyer
intellectually-sophisticated triers
triers of fact.
Our judges
judges are
are experienced,
experienced, intellectually-sophisticated
fact.

Most civil
civil cases
cases are
are

document-intensive. Legal
Legalargument
argument is
is complicated
complicated and
and ofen
oftenbased
based on decisions which run many
pages
andare
areintelligible
intelligible only
only to lawyers. Most
by aajury.
jury. Indeed, most
pages and
Mostofofour
ourcases
cases are not decided by

casesdo
donot
notreach
reachtrial
trialatatall.
all. Even
cases
Eveninincases
cases tried
tried by
by jury,
jury,the
the jurors
jurors are
are all
all literate;
literate; many
many are
are
universityand all
all are
are exposed
exposedto
toour
ourhigh-tech,
high-tech,internet-based
interet-based society.
university- educated
educated professionals and
society.

We live
live in
in aa world
worldwhich
whichpermits
permitsus
usvery
verylittle
littletime
timetotoget
getour
ourpoints
pointsacross.
across. Ours
Ours isis the
the era
era of the

1

Barnard, in
in Printers' Ink, March
referred to
to on
on the
the website:
website: www2.cs.uregina.ca/~hepting/
www2.cs.uregina.ca/-hepting/
Fred R. Barnard,
March 10,
10, 1927, p.114, referred
proverbial/history.html.
was downloaded
downloadedfrom
from www.craigball.com/demoevid.html:
proverbial/history.html. The
Thecartoon
cartoonon
onthe
the cover
cover page
page was
www.craigball.com/demoevid.html:
"Internet
Resourcesfor
fordemonstrative
demonstrative
evidence"
is subject
copyrightofofBrowning
Browning &
& Co.
“Internet Resources
evidence”
andand
is subject
to to
thethe
copyright
Co.

22

explained on
on the
thewebsite
websitehttp://score.rims.k12.ca.us/activity/worth
http://score.rims.kl2.ca.us/activity/worth
David R. Macdonald as explained
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30-second commercial
commercial and the 15-second
15-second sound
soundbite.
bite. Our courts now
now require
require that
that counsel estimate

accurately how
how long
long examination
examinationof
of aawitness
witnesswill
will take.
take. Legal
accurately
Legalargument
argument is limited
limited to
to 15
15 minutes
minutes
courts. Judges
in some
some courts.
Judgesroutinely
routinelychastise
chastisecounsel
counsel for
for taking
takingtoo
toolong
longto
tocomplete
complete the
the evidence
evidence or
submissions. In
submissions.
In appellate
appellate courts, you must sit down when your time
time is
is up
up whether
whether your
your argument

is finished or not. Submissions
Submissionsororevidence
evidenceintroduced
introducedafter
afterthe
theallotted
allottedtime
timeare
arerushed
rushed and
and are
are
generally
generally not
not persuasive.
persuasive.

as experts
expertsin
in legal
legal persuasion,
persuasion,litigation
litigation counsel must awaken to the reality
reality that
So, as
that we
we have
have to get

point
more quickly.
quickly. The
point across
across more
Theway
waytotodo
dothis
thisisisbybyrecognizing
recognizingthat
thatimages
imagespersuade
persuade much more

effectively than
effectively
than words.
words. Moreover,
Moreover,the
thepoints
pointslearned
learnedthrough
throughimages
imagesare
are remembered
remembered better than
jumble of often convoluted words. When
a jumble
Whencounsel
counselcan
canshow
showthe
thejudge
judge or
or jury
juryaa picture,
picture, aa chart or
animation of what
has in
in mind,
mind, the thought
thought is more
more likely
likely to
as intended.
intended. The
an animation
what s/he has
to be understood as

cartoon on the
the cover
cover of
of this paper
paper makes
makesthe
thepoint
pointclearly.
clearly. No explanation
explanation is
is required.
required.

What
evidence?
What is
is illustrative
illustrative evidence?
Evidence that shows rather
rather than
thantells
tellsisisdemonstrative
demonstrativeor
orillustrative.
illustrative. The
The forms
formsare
are ever-expanding.
ever-expanding.

Almost any
be aided
aided by
by the
the use
use of
of illustrative evidence,
though it
any type
type of
of expert
expert evidence
evidence can
can be
evidence, though

particularly lends
lends itself
itself to
to technical,
technical,scientific,
scientific,numeric,
numeric,and
andcomplex
complex
information. Illustrative
information.
means by
by which
which a witness,
witness, usually an expert witness, explains evidence to the court.
evidence is the means

Although illustrative evidence
witness, this
this is
is not
not necessarily
necessarilyso.
so. A
evidence is usually
usually given by expert
expert witness,
witness of fact may testify
testify with
withthe
the aid
aid of
ofaa graph,
graph, photograph
photograph or other visual
visual aid.
aid.
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When well-prepared, the illustrative
illustrative evidence,
very powerful
powerful tool to
evidence, whatever its form, becomes
becomes aa very
convey the opinion
opinion of
ofan
anexpert
expertas
as to
to what
what happened
happened or to
to understand
understand the evidence of any witness.
witness.

illustration conveys
vastamount
amountof
oftechnical,
technical,scientific,
scientific,complex
complexinformation
information which the trier
trier
The illustration
conveys aa vast

orremember
rememberififititwere
werelost
lostininaasea
seaofofwords.
words. As
of fact might not understand
understand or
As will
willbe
beseen,
seen,
illustrative
than tell,
tell, in trial
trial opening
negotiations
illustrativeevidence
evidenceisisalso
also used
used to show, rather than
opening and settlement negotiations

Here is an
an short
short and
andvery
veryinexhaustive
inexhaustivelist
list of
of illustrative
illustrative evidence
possibilities:
evidence possibilities:

computer animations

monitors/screens

thermography, x-rays

charts
charts

accident reconstruction

re–enactments
re-enactments

graphs

easels
easels

powerpoint
powerpoint graphics
graphics

how-to videos

posters

aerial photography

day in the life videos

photographs

geological samples
geological
samples

scale models

failure analysis
failure
analysis animations

surveys of attitudes

surveys of land
surveys

weather reports

topographical
maps
topographical maps

cutaway views

storyboards

results of focus groups

Use of
of Illustrative
Illustrative Evidence
Use
Evidence in Canada
methods of
of proof
proof
Our Anglo-Canadian litigation
litigationtradition
traditionhas
hasbeen
been slower
slower to
to adopt
adopt demonstrative methods

than
than our American counterparts.
counterparts. AAnumber
number of
offactors
factorshave
have contributed
contributed to
to this
thisdevelopment,
development,
including,
S.Constitution
Constitution to
to trial
trial by jury even
even in
in most
mostcivil
civil
including,but
but not
not limited
limitedto:
to:the
theguarantee
guarantee in
in the
the U.
U.S.

cases,and
andperception
perceptionthat
that jurors
jurors will
prospect of
of
cases,
willbe
bemore
morepersuaded
persuaded by
byimages
images than
than words;3
words;3 the prospect

3

3

Seventh
of the United
United States,
States, passed
passed in
Seventh Amendment
Amendment to
to the
the Constitution
Constitution of
in October
October 1787:
1787: “In
"In suits at common
law, where the value in controversy shall exceed
exceed twenty
twenty dollars,
dollars, the
the right
right of trial
trial by
by jury
juryshall
shallbe
be preserved,
preserved,
and no fact tried by a jury,
jury, shall
shall be
be otherwise
otherwise re-examined in any Court
Court of
of the
the United
UnitedStates,
States, than according
to the rules of the common
common law.”
law." For
guaranteeisisapplicable
applicablein
in civil
civil
Formore
moredetail
detailabout
aboutthe
the courts
courts where
where the guarantee
cases,
seehttp://caselaw.lp.findlaw.com/data/constitution/amendment07/index.html
http://caselaw.1p.findlaw.com/data/constitution/amendment07/index.html
cases, see
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multi-million
hype, which
which
multi-milliondollar
dollardamage
damageawards;
awards;contingency
contingencyfees;
fees; and
and perhaps,
perhaps, the tendency to hype,
might
might still
stillbe
bemore
morepronounced
pronounced in
insome
some parts
parts of
of the
the U.S.
U.S. than
than itit isis here.
here.

In
useof
of demonstrative
demonstrative evidence in
In Canada, the use
in accident
accident and
and medical
medicalmalpractice
malpracticecases
cases has
has become

the norm. In
ago by
by the
the work
work of Windsor,
Inmy
myrecollection,
recollection,this
thiswas
wasspurred
spurred more
more than
than 25 years
years ago
Martin Wunder,
Ontario counsel, Martin
Wunder, QC,
QC, who
whoemphasized
emphasized the benefit
benefit of
of using
using pictures
pictures and
and accident
accident

re-enact
images, day-in-the
day-in-the life
life videos and other images
but it has
re-enact images,
images in personal
personal injury cases
cases but
has now
become
become part of the
the arsenal
arsenal of every
every good
good counsel,
counsel, of
of insurance
insurance companies
companies and
and adjusters.
adjusters.

In construction
expert evidence
evidenceof
offailure
failure analysis
analysis or
or faulty
faulty construction is always supported
construction cases,
cases, expert
by photographs, sketches,
sketches,diagrams
diagramsor
orof
ofdefective
defectivework.
work. This
Thisisisimperative
imperativefor
foratatleast
leasttwo
tworeasons.
reasons.

First, most lay persons,
persons,including
including most
mostjudges,
judges,will
will not
not be
befamiliar
familiar with the scientific elements
of
elements of
the problem.
problem.Second,
Second,images
images are
are always
always more
more effective
effectivethan
thanwords
wordsininassisting
assistingcomprehension.
comprehension.

where the
the words
words are
are technical
technicaljargon
jargonwhich
which the
the judge
judge isis unlikely
unlikely to
This point is
is emphasized
emphasized where
understand.

To make the point, ififininaaconstruction
constructioncase,
case, you
you tell
tell me
me that
that "the
“thecaissons
caissons and footings were not
properly installed because
the cages
cageswere
werenot
notvisible”,
visible", I may have
heard all
all the words (in
because the
have heard
(in some
some
context) but
talking about
be an
anexcavation
excavation contractor
contractor
context)
but II have
have no idea what you are talking
about unless I happen to be

engineer. But ifif you
of photographs,
photographs,the
thepoint
pointisisrather
rathereasy
easytotoexplain.
explain. In
or an engineer.
you show
show me
me aa series
series of

the more sophisticated
case, such
such as
asan
an accident
accidenton
on the
the construction
construction site,
site, aa re-construction
sophisticated case,
re-construction or
useful. Whether
to an
ananimation
animation will
will depend
computer animation of
of the evidence is useful.
Whether counsel resorts to
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on whether the issues
issues of
of liability
liability and
and whether
whetherthe
the potential
potentialdamages
damages are
are large enough to warrant it.
it.

In cases
involving the failure
cases involving
failure of
of aa machine,
machine, the disintegration of
of material,
material,the
the occurrence
occurrence of
of some
some
process which
which caused loss,
loss, aacomputer
computer animation
animation can be
be constructed
constructed to
to assist
assist the
thejudge
judge to
to visualize
visualize

the scientific
scientific explanation
explanation of
of the
the expert.
expert.

In cases
involving an
as the
thefluctuation
fuctuation of
cases involving
an element of economics, such as
ofthe
theprice
priceofofaashare,
share, the
the rate

of inflation,
inflation,or
orany
anyof
ofmyriad
myriadofofother
otherfactors,
factors,aacoloured
colouredchart
chartor
orgraph,
graph, whether
whether on
on paper
paper or in a
prospect of
of making
making the
computer presentation, has the prospect
the presentation more
more easily
easily understood.
understood.

In a shareholder
shareholder or
or corporate
corporatedispute,
dispute,the
thecorporate
corporateflowchart
fowchart showing
corporations
showingthe
the names
names of the corporations

and their hierarchy in
effectively displayed
and
in the
the corporate
corporate structure can be effectively
displayed on
on aa large
large easel
easel in the
courtroom, where it will
willbe
beavailable
availablefor
forconstant
constanteasy
easy review.
review.

In nearly
involving the calculation of
the forensic
forensic accountant’s
accountant's report
report will
will
nearly every case
case involving
of damages,
damages, the
and graphs
graphs which
which help to show the loss
loss more
more effectively.
effectively.
contain charts and

Admissibility
Admissibility of
of Illustrative
IllustrativeExpert
Expert Evidence
Evidence

The admissibility of
of illustrative
illustrativeevidence
evidence at trial
trial and
and its utility
utilityininthe
thelitigation
litigationprocess
process are
are the first
issuesto
toconsider.
consider. You
expect to
tointroduce
introduceillustrative
illustrative evidence
evidenceatattrial.
trial. In
issues
You can't
can’t just
just show
show up and expect
completely.
fact, some judges may resist demonstrative and other expert evidence completely.
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4 a 1996 decision of the Manitoba Court of Queen's Bench, the
For instance, in Green v. Winnipeg
Wnnipeg4,
, a 1996 decision of the Manitoba
of Queen’s

presiding judge had this to say about the admissibility
admissibility of
ofexpert
expertscene
scene reconstruction
reconstruction evidence:
evidence:

critically consider
In my view,
view, counsel
counsel would be well advised to critically
consider whether
of this kind (or
issue) is
is truly
truly
evidence of
(or expert
expert evidence of any kind on any issue)
necessary
given
the
cost
both
in
dollars
and
time,
to
the
litigation
process.
necessary given the cost both in dollars and time,
litigation process.

Expert evidence,
even photographs
photographscan
canbe
beoverdone.
overdone. In R.
evidence, even
R. v. J-L.JS.,
J-L.J.5., Binnie
Binnie J.
J. of
ofthe
the Supreme
Supreme
Court of
Court
of Canada
Canada said:
said:
Expert witnesses
havean
anessential
essentialrole
roletoto play
play in the criminal
witnesses have
criminal courts.
courts.
However,
growth in
However, the dramatic growth
in the frequency with
with which
whichthey
theyhave
have been
called upon
called
upon in recent
recent years
years has
has led to
to ongoing
ongoing debate
debate about
about suitable
suitable
to exclude
exclude “junk
"junk science”,
science", and
controls in their participation,
participation, precautions to
the need
need to
to preserve
preserveand
andprotect
protectthe
therole
roleof
of the
the trier-of-fact....
trier-of-fact...

InAlie
In Alieetetal.
al.Bertrand
Bertrand&&Frere
FrèreConstruction
ConstructionCo.
Co.etetal.6,
al.6,Roy
RoyJ.J.of
ofthe
theSuperior
SuperiorCourt
Courtof
ofJustice
Justice made
made

this observation at the beginning of
of his
his reasons
reasons for judgment:
judgment:

some 110
110 witnesses
witnesseswere
werecalled
called of
of
Over the course of the next 16 months, some
which
which 15
15 were
were experts.
experts. Close to 600 exhibits,
exhibits, representing
representing tons
tons of
of paper,
paper,

were put into
into evidence.
evidence. Massive
Massive amounts
amounts of
of expert
expert evidence
evidence were
were
were
introduced,
introduced, representing the opinions of
of leading
leading world
worldexperts
experts in
in concrete.
concrete.
Thousands
of photos
photos were
were utilized
utilized as
Thousands of
as evidence
evidence showing,
showing, from every
every
possible angle, the deteriorating
deteriorating concrete
concrete over
over the
the last
last ten
ten years.
years.
Briefly,
Briefly,there
therewas
was an
an overload
overload of
of evidence.
evidence. Too
Too many
many witnesses,
witnesses, too many
too many
many exhibits,
exhibits, too many questions
questions and
andanswers.
answers.Unfortunately,
Unfortunately,
experts, too
class action
action proceedings
were not
not available when this
class
proceedings were
this proceeding
proceeding was
was

4
4

Green
v. Winnipeg (City)
(City) Police
Green v.
Police Department,
Department, [1996]
[1996] M.J.
M.J. No.
No.219,
219,p.6,
p.6, per
per Maclnnes
MacInnes J.
J.

5
5

R. v. J.-L.J. [R. v.
v. J.J.]
J.J.] 2000] 2 S.C.R. 600, [2000] S.C.J.
S.C.J. No. 52

6

6

[2000] O.J.
O.J. No. 1360 (Ont.
(Ont. S.C.,
S.C., Roy
Roy J.)
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started. Nevertheless,
Nevertheless, the
the issues
issuesand
andfacts
factsdid
did not
not warrant
warrant such aa lengthy
started.
trial
and
massive
amounts
of
evidence.
trial and massive
of evidence.

Not
are susceptible
susceptibletoto“sensory
"sensoryoverload”.
overload". However,
caveatswill
will
Not surprisingly,
surprisingly, even
even judges are
However, these
these caveats

not prevent
counselfrom
from calling
calling expert
expert evidence
evidencenor
norfrom
from“overloading
"overloadingthe
theevidence.”
evidence." It is an
prevent counsel
an
element of
of trial practice all counsel confront. We
element
Wepractice
practice in
in fear
fear of
ofnot
not calling
callingevidence
evidence on
on some
some
issue in
in the
the case.
case.As
Asaaresult,
result,all
allcounsel
counseltend
tendtotocall
calltoo
toomuch
muchevidence.
evidence. How
How much demonstrative
issue
enough? The
helpful: Just
the judge
judge or
or jury
jury
evidence is enough?
Thebest
best answer
answer is the least helpful:
Just enough to persuade
persuade the

without
without annoying.
annoying. OfOfcourse,
course,we
wecannot
cannotsay
sayhow
howmuch
muchthat
thatisisuntil
untilafter
afterthe
thecase
case isis complete.
complete.

that experts
expertswill
will often
ofen "make
case". The
The reality is that
“make or
or break
break the case”.
Theevidence
evidence of
ofaa reliable
reliable expert
expert
witness is often
ofen the
relies upon
upon to
to find
find or
or deny
deny liability
liability or,
the basis
basis the judge relies
or,ininthe
thecase
case of
of the forensic
establish the
theheads
headsand
andthe
thequantum
quantumofofdamages.
damages. Illustrative
Illustrative evidence
accountant or economist, to establish

"package" the expert witness’
witness' opinion
helps to “package”
opinionevidence
evidence to
to make
make ititmore
more persuasive
persuasive to the judge or

jury.
jury. AnAnexpert
expertopinion
opinionlost
lostinina asea
seaofofwords
wordsisisunlikely
unlikelytotobe
bepersuasive.
persuasive.

Origins
of expert
expert evidence
evidence
Origins of
John Sopinka,
Sopinka, (before
(before he was
was appointed
appointed to
to the
the Supreme
SupremeCourt
Court of
of Canada)
Canada)'7 observed
The late Justice John

that experts originally
originally served
impartial assistants
tothe
theCourt.
Court. With
With the
served as
as impartial
assistants to
the growth
growth of
of the
the adversary
adversary
th
18th
century,the
thepractice
practicehas
hasbeen
beenfor
forexperts
expertsto
tobe
becalled
calledby
bythe
theparties,
parties, to
to testify
testify
system since the 18
century,

on behalf of
of one
one side
side or
or the
the other.
other.

7

7

John
Sopinka, QC,
QC,“Providing
"Providing the
the Court
Court with
with Specialized
Specialized Evidence”,
Evidence", CBAO
CBAO CLE 1980
John Sopinka,
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The adversary
system,isis based
basedon
on the
the assumption
assumptionthat
that“truth
"truth is best
The
adversary system,
best discovered
discovered by powerful
statements on
onboth
both sides
sidesof
ofthe
thequestion.”
question." It becomes the
the function
function of counsel on cross
cross examination
examination
statements

to expose the weaknesses
weaknessesininthe
theopposing
opposingexpert’s
expert's testimony.
testimony. He suggests
suggeststhat
thatwhere
whereconflicting
conflicting
versions
not highly
highly technical,
their jobs.
versions of
of facts
facts are not
technical, the
the court
court requires
requires no
no more
more than for
for counsel
counsel to
to do their
jobs.

by the
theOntario
Ontario Court
Court of
of Appeal
Appeal in
in Phillips
Phillips v.
This principle
principle was
was emphasized by
v. Ford
Ford Motor
MotorCompany8
Company8
where all
all members of the Court chastised the
the trial
trial judge for apppointing
apppointingan
an expert
expert to
to advise the court

and in effect, conducting
conducting an inquiry
inquiryinto
intothe
thecauses
causes of a brake failure.

Admissibility
Admissibility and
and Judicial
JudicialResistance
Resistance

evidencewhich
which is
is relevant
relevant and
and which
which is
is not excluded
In general,
general, evidence
excluded by any rule of
of evidence,
evidence, is
is
admissible. However,
prove aa point met
met with
admissible.
However,the
the introduction
introduction of
ofdiagrams
diagrams and illustrations to prove

judicialresistance
resistance as
as recently as
as 29
In Shipman
Shipman et al.
al. v.
v. Antoniadis
Antoniadis et
et al.9,
al.9, decided
decided in
judicial
29 years
yearsago.
ago. In
1975, the
the Ontario
Ontario Court of Appeal held that:
1975,
that:

A
A detailed
detailed description
description of
ofthe
the operative
operative repair
repair techniques
techniques employed by a
surgeon dealing
dealingwith
with an
an internal
internal injury
injury is not related to the existence
existence of
of
surgeon
continuing or
result of
of the
the injury,
injury,
continuing
or permanent
permanent impairment
impairment of
of the
the patient
patient as
as a result
diagrammatic material, however
and diagrammatic
however useful
useful to
to one who would
would be
be interested
in assessing
the operative
operativetechnique,
technique,isisnot
not significantly
significantly useful
useful to an
assessing the
an
ofthe
impairment. A
Avividly
vividly coloured
coloured
appreciation of
the continuing
continuing or
or permanent impairment.
open to disclose
disclose its internal organs
organs
chart showing the human
human trunk
trunk laid open
thus
thus has
has negligible
negligible probative
probative value
value and
and may
may,well
wellhave
havethe
theeffect
efect of
of
aggravating
sufered.
aggravatingin
inthe
the jurys
jury'smind
mindthe
theextent
extent ofcompensable
of compensable damages suffered.
[Emphasis added]

8

8

Phillips
Ltd. et
et al.
al. [1971]
[1971] 22 O.R.
OR. 637 (Ont. C.A.)
Phillips et
et al. v. Ford Motor
Motor Co.
Co. of
of Canada
Canada Ltd.

9

OR. (2d) 449 (Ont. C.A., per Kelly
Kelly J.A.)
(1975), 88 O.R.

9
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Nearly
prevailing view
that trial
trial judge's
Nearly30
30 years
years later, the prevailing
viewseems
seems to be that
judge’s discretion
discretionas
as to
to relevance
relevance and

admissibility will
willnot
not be
be interfered
interfered with lightly
lightlyby
bythe
the Court
Court of
of Appeal.
Appeal. To
Tothis
thiseffect
effect isisthe
the 2000
2000
decision of the Court of
decision
of Appeal
Appeal ininMarchand
Marchandv.v.Public
PublicGeneral
GeneralHospital
HospitalSociety
SocietyofofChatham10,
Chatham10,
where the
the following
following test
test was confirmed:
confirmed:

Lavallee (1990), 55 C.C.C. (3d) 97 (S.C.C.), the Supreme
SupremeCourt
Court of
of
In R. v. Lavallée
Canada reviewed
reviewed the
the circumstances
circumstancesin
inwhich
which expert
expert opinion
opinion evidence may
Canada

be
be admitted,
admitted, notwithstanding
notwithstanding that the
the opinion
opinion isisbased
based upon
upon hearsay
hearsay
evidence.
Wilson
J.
reviewed
the
Supreme
Court's
prior
decision
evidence. Wilson J. reviewed the Supreme
decision in
in R.
R. v.
v.
Abbey
Abbey (1982), 68 C.C.C. (2d) 394
394 (S.C.C.),
(S.C.C.), and
and at
at 127-128
127-128 interpreted
interpreted
Abbey as
as standing
standingfor
for the
thefollowing
following propositions:
1. An
An expert opinion
opinion is
is admissible
admissible ififrelevant,
relevant,even
even ififititisisbased
based on
on secondhand evidence.

2. This
This second-hand
second-hand evidence
evidence (hearsay)
admissible to
show the
the
(hearsay) isis admissible
to show
information
on
which
the
expert
opinion
is
based,
not
as
evidence
going
to
information on which the expert opinion is based, not as
the existence of the facts on which
which the
the opinion
opinionisisbased.
based.

3. Where the psychiatric
psychiatric evidence
evidence is
is comprised
comprised of
ofhearsay
hearsay evidence,
evidence, the
problem is the weight to be attributed to the opinion.
4. Before any weight
weight can be given
given to
to an
anexpert's
expert'sopinion,
opinion, the facts
facts on
onwhich
which
the opinion
opinion is
is based
based must be found to exist.

Thus, Lavallee
an expert
expert opinion
opinion based
upon hearsay
hearsaywill
will
Lavallée establishes
establishes that an
based upon

be admissible;
admissible; however,
however, the
the weight to be attached
to that
that opinion is an
attached to
issue.

The net effect of
of Sharpe J.A.’s
J.A.'s analysis
the demonstrative
demonstrative evidence upon
analysis is that expert evidence and the

which
which the
the expert
expertrelies
reliesisisadmissible
admissiblebut
butthe
the trial
trialjudge
judgemust
mustdetermine
determinethe
the weight
weighttotobe
be attached
attached to
it. In
it.
Infact,
fact,where,
where,the
theexpert
expertevidence
evidenceisisbased
based both
both on facts proved in
in evidence
evidence and facts not proved,

special problems
from Sharpe
Sharpe J.A. in
in Marchand,
Marchand,supra.
supra.at
at para.
para. 61:
61:
problems must
must be
be addressed.
addressed. Quoting from

10
10

(Ont. C.A.)
(2000) 51 O.R. (3d) 97 (Ont.
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Where the factual basis
basis of an expert's opinion is
is aa melange
mélange of admissible
inadmissible evidence,
evidence, the
theduty
duty of
of the
the trial
trial judge is to caution
caution the
the jury
jury
and inadmissible
that the weight attributable
attributable to
directly related
to the expert testimony is directly
related to
to the
amount and
and quality
quality of admissible evidence
on which
which it relies.
evidence on

As the appeal
appeal in
in Marchand,
Marchand, supra. demonstrated,
demonstrated,the
theCourt
Courtof
ofAppeal
Appealwill
will resist interference
interference with
with

a trial judge's
judge’s admission
admission or rejection
rejection of
of expert
expert evidence
evidence expect in the most extreme cases.
cases. Even
where trial judge adopted
an incorrect
incorrect test
test for
for admissibility, the Court of Appeal will
adopted an
willfirst
firstassess
assess
whether the error as
as to
to admissibility
admissibility seriously
seriously affected
affected the
the final
finalresult
resultofofthe
thecase.
case.

Use
Evidence in
in the
the Opening
Opening Statement
Statement
Use of
of Illustrative
Illustrative Evidence
Another
including, charts,
powerpoint
Another issue
issue is whether the demonstrative evidence, including,
charts, models, even aa powerpoint

presentation can be
be used
used by
by counsel
counsel in
in the
the opening
opening to
to the
the jury
jury or to
to the
the judge.
judge.

In Whitford
Whitford v.
v. Swan",
Swan11,Logan
LoganJ.J. of
ofthe
the Superior
Superior Court
Court in
inBarrie,
Barrie,Ontario
Ontarioconsidered
considered this
this issue
issue and

held
may be
beused
usedifif itit is not
held illustrative evidence
evidence may
not misleading
misleading or infammatory
inflammatory and
and subject
subject to
counsel's undertaking to prove it during
counsel’s
during the
the trial.
trial. Logan
LoganJ.J.issued
issuedthese
thesecaveats:
caveats:
The purpose of
of an
an opening
opening statement
statement is
is to
to outline
outlinethe
thecase
case to
to be
be presented.
presented.

infame the
It is not to mislead or inflame
the jury.
jury. The
The former
former is
is informative
informative and
and the
latter, prejudicial.
prejudicial.Prejudicial
Prejudicialcomments
commentsmade
madeininan
anopening
openingaddress
address may
well
integrity of
trial. Demonstrative
well taint
taint the integrity
of the
the trial.
Demonstrativedepictions
depictions in
in the
the opening
statement may
may assist
assist the
the jury
jury in
statement
in understanding
understanding their
their subsequent
subsequent trial
responsibilities.
demonstrative depictions
depictions mislead
responsibilities.If,If,on
onthe
theother
other hands
hands the demonstrative
or inflame
inflame the
the jury,
jury,they
theyshould
shouldbe
be excluded
excluded from
fromthe
theopening
openingstatement.
statement.
Each
aid must
must be
be assessed
assessedon
onitsitsown
ownmerit
merit It
It may
may mislead
mislead if
if counsel
Each aid
counsel does
does

undertake inin advance
not undertake
advancetotoprove
provethe
theaid.
aid.ItItmay
mayinflame
inflamethe
thejury
jury ifif
common
sense
dictates
that
the
aid
in
question
is
excessively
common sense dictates that the aid in question is excessively
11

11

[ 1995] O.J.
O.J. No.
No. 4189,
4189, per
[1995]
per Logan
Logan J.
J. Ont
Ont S.C.
S.C.
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demonstrative.

Again,
tone of
of the
the Court
Court in
in not permitting
permitting an
Again, we
we note
note the cautious tone
an aid which
which isis too
too demonstrative.
demonstrative.

useful guideline
guideline can
willdepend
depend on
on the
the
No useful
can be
be given
given about
aboutwhat
whatisis “too
"too demonstrative”.
demonstrative". It will
circumstances of
of each
each case
casefor
for counsel
counsel to
to assess
assesswhat
whatillustrative
illustrative aid assists
persuasion without
without
circumstances
assists persuasion

overkill. InIneach
discretion which
which arises
arisesfrom
fromthe
theoft-cited
of-cited
overkill.
eachcase,
case, the trial
trial judge
judge falls back
back on the discretion
12 where Spence J.
principle
, where Spence held
principleestablished
establishedby
bythe
theSupreme
SupremeCourt
CourtofofCanada
CanadaininDraper
Draperv.v.Jacklyn
Jacklyn12,

that “probative
"probative value v. prejudicial effect"
effect” test
testfor
forthe
theadmissibility
admissibilityofofdemonstrative
demonstrativeevidence.
evidence.

In Draper
Draper v.
v. Jacklyn,
Jacklyn, supra.'
supra.13i,, the plaintiff
plaintiffsustained
sustained aa surgically
surgically repaired
repaired fracture of the jaw. The
treatment consisted
consisted of
of inserting
inserting of wires which
which protruded
protruded from
fromher
her cheek,
cheek, with
withcorks
corkson
onthe
the ends,
ends,
for two
for
two weeks
weeks afer
afterdischarge
discharge from
fromhospital.
hospital.Counsel
Counselsought
sought to
to introduce
introducethe
the photos
photos taken in the two

weeks after discharge through
through the
the treating
treating surgeon.
surgeon.

trial judge
they were
were not
not so
sooffensive
offensive as
asto
toinflame
infame a jury,
The trial
judge admitted
admitted the
the pictures
pictures on
on the basis that they

that the plaintiff’s
plaintiff's facial
facialexpression
expressiondid
didnot
notconvey
conveypain
painor
orsuffering
sufferingand
andthat
thatthe
the photos
photos could
could assist
assist

the doctor in
in explaining the condition
condition of the scar.
scar. The
trial
The Ontario
Ontario Court
Court of
of Appeal
Appeal overturned the trial

judge's
that the
thepictures
picturesadded
addedlittle
littleto
tothe
theevidence
evidenceofofthe
thedoctor
doctorororplaintiff
plaintiff
judge’s decision
decision on
on the basis
basis that

and further that they may be aa shock
shock to a jury, leading
and
leading aa jury
juryto
toreach
reach an
an erroneous
erroneous opinion and
and
overlook the
suffering. The photos were found to
overlook
the medical
medical evidence of relatively
relativelymoderate
moderate pain and suffering.

12

Draper v. Jacklyn
Jacklyn [1970]
[1970]S.C.R.
S.C.R.92
92(SCC
(SCCper
per Spence
Spence J.)

13

13

Draper v. Jacklyn
Jacklyn [1970]
[1970]S.C.R.
S.C.R.92
92(SCC
(SCCper
per Spence
Spence J.)
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be inflammatory
inflammatory as
as they could not better
better explain
explain other
other evidence,
evidence, i.e. The medical evidence of the
treating
treating surgeon.
surgeon.

trial judge's
The Supreme Court of
of Canada
Canada restored the trial
judge’s decision.
decision.Spence
Spence J. held that there was no

were relevant
relevant and
andtherefore
thereforeadmissible.
admissible. The
The surgeon
surgeonhad
hadsaid
saidhe
hefound
foundititdifficult
difficult
doubt the photos were

to describe
the plaintiff.
plaintiff. The
the condition
condition of the
describe in words
words the
the appearance
appearance ofof the
The photos
photos showed
showed the
the
plaintiff's
plaintiff’sscar.
scar.Spence
SpenceJ.J.explained
explainedthe
thetest
test in
inthese
these words:
words:
The occasions
arefrequent
frequent upon
upon which
which aa judge
judge trying a case
occasions are
case with the
the
assistanceof
of aajury
jury is
is called upon
upon to determine
determine whether
whether or
or not aa piece
piece of
of
assistance
technically admissible
so prejudicial
prejudicial to
evidence technically
admissible may be so
to the
the opposite
opposite side
that any probative value
value is
is overcome
overcome by
by the
the possible
possible prejudice and
and that
therefore
he should
should exclude
excludethe
the production
production of
of the
the particular
particular piece
piece of
of
therefore he
evidence. In
In the case
case of
of photographs,
photographs, this
this occurs
occurs more
more frequently
frequently in the
evidence.
trials
trials of
of criminal
criminaloffences
offencesand
and more usually in
in murder trials.
trials. The
The matter is
always
one
which
is
difficult
for
the
trial
judge
and
in
itself
always one which is difficult for the trial judge and in itself essentially
essentially a
which the trial
trial judge
his own
owncarefully
carefully considered
decision in
in which
judge must exercise his
personal
discretion. [Emphasis added]
personal discretion.

Admissibility of
of Expert
Expert Evidence
Evidence
Admissibility
In R.
R. v.
v. Mohan,i4
Mohan,14 the
the Supreme
Supreme Court of
of Canada
Canada has
has held that the admission
admission of expert evidence
dependson
onthe
theApplication
Application of
of the
thefollowing
following criteria:
depends
criteria:

14
14

a.
a.

Relevance;

b.
b.

Necessity in assisting
assisting the
the trier-of-fact;
trier-of-fact;

e.
c.

absenceof
of any
any exclusionary
exclusionary rule; and
The absence

d.
d.

A
A properly
properly qualified
qualified expert.
expert.

[1994]22S.C.R.
S.C.R.
9
[1994]
9 (S.C.C.)
(S.C.C.)
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Relevance,
as aaquestion
questionof
of law,
law, is a threshold requirement to be decided by the judge. However,
Relevance, as

logically relevant
may be
be excluded
excludedifif its probative value is overborne
logically
relevant evidence
evidence may
overborne by its prejudicial
if the time required is not commensurate
commensuratewith
with its
its value
valueor
orifif itit can
can influence
infuence the trier of fact
effect, if

vs.vs.
Effect
has
-out of proportion to its reliability.
reliability. Reliability
Reliability
Effect
hasspecial
specialsignificance
significanceininassessing
assessing the
the
admissibility ofofexpert
admissibility
expertevidence.
evidence.Expert
Expertevidence
evidenceshould
shouldnot
notbe
beadmitted
admittedwhere
wherethere
thereisisaa danger that

it will
willbe
bemisused
misused or will
willdistort
distortthe
the fact-finding
fact-findingprocess,
process, or will
willconfuse
confuse the
the jury.
jury.

necessary,the
theevidence
evidencemust
mustbe
beoutside
outsidethe
theexperience
experienceand
andknowledge
knowledgeof
ofaajudge
judgeor
orjury…
jury...
To be necessary,

possibility that
will overwhelm
can often
ofen be
The possibility
that evidence will
overwhelmthe
the jury
juryand
and distract them from their
their task can
instructions. Experts,
functions of the
offset by proper instructions.
Experts, however,
however, must not be permitted to usurp the functions

trier-of-fact
trier-of-factcausing
causingaa trial
trialtotodegenerate
degenerate to
to aa contest
contest of
of experts.
experts.

Expert evidence can
can be
be excluded
excluded ifif it runs
runs afoul
afoul of
ofan
anexclusionary
exclusionaryrule
ruleofofevidence
evidenceseparate
separate and
apart from
from the opinion
opinion rule
apart
rule itself.
itself.The
Theevidence
evidence must
must be
be given
given by
by aa witness
witness who
who is
is shown
shown to
to have
have

acquired special
special or
or peculiar knowledge through study or experience
acquired
experience in respect
respect of the matters on
which
which s/he
s/he undertakes to testify.

R. v.
v. J-L.J,
J.-L.J,supra.15,
supra.15, Binnie
Binnie J.
J. described
described the
the approach
approach to
scientific evidence
evidence as
as follows:
follows:
In R.
to scientifc
[R. v.]
v.] Mohan
Mohan kept
kept the
the door
door open
open to novel
novel science,
science, rejecting the "general
acceptance"
States in Frye v.
v. United
United States,
States,
acceptance" test
test formulated
formulated in the United States
with its
its replacement,
replacement,
293 F. 1013 (D.C.
(D.C. Cir. 1923), and moving
moving in parallel with
the "reliable
"reliable foundation"
foundation"test
testmore
more recently
recentlylaid
laiddown
downby
bythe
the U.S.
U.S. Supreme
Court
Daubert v.
v. Merrell
MerrellDow
DowPharmaceuticals,
Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 509
509 U.S.
U.S. 579
579
Court in Daubert
15

15

R. v. J.-L.J. [R. v.
v. J.J.]
J.J.] 2000] 2 S.C.R. 600, [2000] S.C.J.
S.C.J. No. 52
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(1993). While
While Daubert
Daubert must
mustbe
beread
readininlight
light of
of the
the specific
specifc text of the
(1993).
the
Federal
Rules
of
Evidence,
which
differs
from
our
own
procedures,
the
Federal Rules of Evidence, which
from our own procedures, the
U.S. Supreme
Court did
did list
list a number
number of
of factors
factors that
that could
could be
be helpful
helpful in
Supreme Court
of novel science (at pp. 593-94):
evaluating the soundness
soundness of
whether
(1)
whether the
the theory
theory or
or technique
technique can
can be
be and
andhas
has been
been tested:
tested:
Scientifc methodology
testing
Scientific
methodologytoday
todayisisbased
basedon
ongenerating
generatinghypotheses
hypotheses and testing
them
them to see
see ifif they can be falsifed;
falsified;indeed,
indeed, this
this methodology
methodology is what
distinguishes
sciencefrom
from other
otherfields
felds of human inquiry.
inquiry.
distinguishes science
whether
subjected to
to peer
peer review
review
(2)
whether the theory
theory or
or technique
technique has
has been subjected
and publication:
publication: [S]ubmission
[S]ubmission to
to the
thescrutiny
scrutinyof
of the
thescientific
scientifc community
and
is aacomponent
of"good
thelikelihood
likelihood
component of
"goodscience,"
science," in
in partbecause
part because it increases
increases the
that substantive
flaws in methodology will
substantive flaws
willbe
bedetected.
detected.

(3)
and,

the known or
or potential
potential rate
rate of
of error
erroror
orthe
theexistence
existence of
ofstandards;
standards;

(4)

whether
generally accepted:
whether the
the theory
theoryor
ortechnique
techniqueused
used has
has been generally
accepted:

A
not require,
require, although
although itit does
doespermit,
permit,explicit
explicit
A "reliability
"reliabilityassessment
assessment does not
identification
relevantscientific
scientific[page616]
[page616]community
communityand
andan
anexpress
express
identifcation ofofaarelevant
determination of
acceptancewithin
within that
that community."
community."
determination
of aparticular
a particulardegree
degree of acceptance

In
case1616,
BinnieJ.J.went
wenton
ontotoindicate
indicatethat
that“a
"a case-by-case
case-by-caseevaluation
evaluation of
of novel
novel science
In the
the same
same case
, Binnie
science is
is

necessary
light of the changing nature
nature of
of our scientific
scientific knowledge:
necessary inin light
knowledge:ititwas
wasonce
onceaccepted
accepted by the

highest authorities
authorities of
of the
the western
westernworld
world that
that the
the earth
earthwas
wasflat.”
fat."

17
It
SopinkaJ.J.emphasized
emphasizedthe
the“special
"specialscrutiny”
scrutiny" to
It should
should be
be recalled
recalled that
that in
in R.
R. v.
v. Mohan,
Mohan,supra.
supra.17,
, Sopinka

be given to a novel scientific
scientific theory
theoryor
ortechnique
technique too
too determine
determine whether
whether ititmeets
meets aa basic threshold
of reliability
that the
the trier
trier of
of fact will
will be
reliabilityand
andwhether
whetherititisisessential
essential in
inthe
the sense
sense that
be unable
unable to
to come
come to a

16

[2000] S.C.J.
R. v.
S.C.J. No. 52
R.
v.J.-L.J.
J-L.J [R. v.
v. J.J.]
JJJ 2000] 2 S.C.R. 600, [2000]

17
17

[1994] 22 S.C.R.
[1994]
S.C.R. 99 (S.C.C.)
(S.C.C.)atatp.p.25,
25,See
See En.
f.n. 14
14 supra.
supra.
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satisfactory conclusion
satisfactory
conclusion without
withoutthe
theassistance
assistance of
of the
the expert.
expert. The
Thecloser
closerthe
theevidence
evidenceapproaches
approaches an

opinion on an ultimate issue, the
the stricter
stricter the
the application
application of
of this principle.
principle.

Introduction of
of specifc
specifictypes
types of illustrative
illustrativeevidence
evidence
Introduction
Photographs
It
long- established that there are
arethree
threeessential
essentialcriteria
criteriafor
foradmissibility
admissibility of photographs: accuracy
It is long-

in representing
the facts; fairness
and absence
absenceofofintention
intentionto
to mislead;
mislead; verification
verification on oath by a
representing the
fairness and
person
vastamount
amountof
ofinformation
information
person capable
capable of
ofdoing
doingso.18
so.18 A
A picture
picture not
not only
only contains
contains but
but conveys aa vast

that would
unwieldy and
would be
be lost or
or rendered
rendered unwieldy
and less meaningful ifif conveyed
conveyed verbally
verballyby
byaa witness.
witness.

in the
the life
life videos
videos
Day in
As with
met,, but
with photographs,
photographs, day-in-the-life-of
day-in-the-life-ofvideos
videosrequire
requirethat
thatthe
thesame
same three criteria be met
but also
with
withconcern
concern for
forthe
theprocess
process itself,
itself,having
havingregard
regardtotoediting
editingissues,
issues,constant
constantspeed
speed and other factors

to satisfy the court that the video is a fair
fair reflection
reflection of
ofthe
theevidence
evidence and
and not
not an
an exaggeration
exaggeration or

camouflage of
of the
the facts.
facts.

call the videographer
involved in
Counsel must call
videographer and
and anyone else involved
in the
the production
productionprocess
processas
as a witness

to satisfy the court about
used. This is
about the process
process used.
is especially
especially important
important because
because it is generally
generally

understood
thattelevision
televisionand
andfilm
filmare
arecapable
capableofofdeceiving
deceivingwith
withtechnological
technological
wizardry. The
understood that
wizardry.
The

18
18

R. v. Creemer,
Creeper, [1968] 1 C.C.C. 14 (N.S.C.A)
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judge
judge or
or jury
jurywill
willbebepersuaded
persuadedabout
aboutthe
thecontent
content of
ofthe
thevideo
videobut
butalso
alsoabout
aboutthat
thatthe
the images
images are
are
genuine.
genuine.

In this
video or
or other
other illustrative
this context,
context, counsel
counsel should take
take into account
account how a photograph,
photograph, video
evidence might
might be
be attacked,
attacked,or
orconversely,
conversely,how
howtotoattack.
attack. A
evidence
Adiagram
diagram might
mightmislead
misleadbecause
because it is
not to scale.
scale. A
which itit was
A photograph
photograph could
couldgive
givean
an incorrect
incorrectimpression
impressionbecause
because of the angle at which

if the scale
scale is
is inaccurate.
inaccurate. These
shot. AAchart
chart or
or graph
graph could
could mislead
mislead ififititdoes
does not
not begin
begin at zero or if
These

are just
just aa few examples.
are
examples. Some
Some errors are
are unintentional. Not
Not surprisingly,
surprisingly,some
some demonstrative
demonstrative is
19
calculated to
to actually
actually mislead.
mislead."
calculated

Surveys
of attitudes
Surveys of
by experts
experts in
in the formation
formation of
Surveys done by
of their
theirexpert
expertopinion,
opinion,can
canbe
beacceptable
acceptableas
as long
long as it can

be
that approved
be demonstrated
demonstrated that
approved statistical methods
methods and
and social
social research
research techniques
techniques have
have been
been
20
employed.20
employed.

Computer Animations
The advent
an industry of
advent of computer
computer technology
technology has
has spawned
spawned an
of professionals
professionals ready to produce
produce

19

See
See the
theinteresting
interestingarticle,
article, James
JamesGripp,
Gripp,“Lies,
"Lies, Damn
Damn Lies
Lies and
andDeceptive
DeceptiveDemonstrative
DemonstrativeExhibits”
Exhibits"
09/03/02, found at www.legalarts.com/pages/articles/damnlies.html

20
20

Saint John
Johnv.
v. Irving
Irving Oil,
Oil, [1966]
Saint
[1966] S.C.R.
S.C.R. 581.
581.
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animationsofofvirtually
virtuallyevery
every
element
of proof
a 21
animations
element
of proof
in ain
case.
case.21

Counsel's preparation
preparation for
for introduction of
begins long
long before
before the
thetrial.
trial. In
Counsel’s
of this
this evidence
evidence begins
In preparation

Gripp of Legal
for this
this article,
article, II found
found aaparticularly
particularly useful
useful series
series of articles
articles by
by James
James Gripp
Legal Arts
Arts
Communications on
on the
the role of
Communications
of the
the design
design consultant,
consultant, laying the
the foundation
foundation for
for demonstrative
demonstrative
with U.S. litigation
evidence and
and related
relatedmatters.22
matters.22 Although
Although prepared
prepared with
litigationininmind,
mind,these
these articles
articles are
are
clearly adaptable
clearly
adaptable to a Canadian context.
context.

In
animations, counsel
respond to
to objections
objections to admission.
In respect of computer animations,
counsel should
should be
be prepared to respond

In McCutcheon
considered the
the objection
objection to and
and admission
admission of
of computer
McCutcheon v.
v. Chrysler
ChryslerCanada
CanadaLtd.,23,
Ltd.,23, considered
generated animated
animated video.
video. Plaintiff’s
Plaintiff's counsel
difference between
counselsought
soughtto
to introduce
introduce this
this to
to show the difference

the plaintiff’s
plaintiff's pre-morbid
with and
without aa leg brace.
brace. The animation
pre-morbidand
andpost-accident
post-accident gait, both with
and without
introduced details
plaintiff's walking
introduced
details of
of the plaintiff’s
walkinggait
gaitand
andthe
thescene
scenewould
wouldchange
change at various times to show
the bone structure of
feet, prepre- and
and post
postaccident,
accident, and
andincluded
included split
split screen comparisons.
comparisons.
of the legs and feet,

Shaughnessy,J.J.held
heldaavoir
voirdire
direto
todetermine
determinewhether
whetherthe
theanimation
animationshould
shouldbe
beadmitted.
admitted. The Court
Shaughnessy,

21
21

22
23

23

Resources
Resources for
for demonstrative
demonstrative evidence
evidence are
aredescribed
describedininaaCLE
CLEprogram
programput
put on
onby
by Law
Law Society
Society of Upper
Canada on
on October
October8,
8,2002,
2002,which
which is
is available
available online:
online: ecom.lsuc.on.ca/html/cle/CLE02-0010501.html
ecom.lsuc.on.ca/html/cle/CLE02-0010501.html
Canada
Some of
of the myriad of
Some
of impressive
impressive resources
resources found on the Internet for
for demonstrative
demonstrative evidence
evidence are:
are:
www.legalarts.com, www.doar.com/trial/graphic/index.asp, www.forensic-media.com,
www.clearcaselegal.com/cases.html,
www.cyberetta.com/legal.htm,
www.clearcaselegal.com/cases.html, www.cyberetta.com/legal.htm,
www.forartist.com/forensicpage.htm,,
www.forartist.com/forensicpage.htm,l
www.trialvis.com, medpics.fndlaw.com/fndlawindex.php,
medpics.findlaw.com/findlawindex.php,
www.legalarts.com/pages/articles.html
[1998[ O.J.
[1998[
O.J. No.
No.5818
5818(O.C.J.)
(O.C.J.)per
perShaughnessy
Shaughnessy J.
J.
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acceptedthe
thevideo
videoanimator
animatoras
asqualified
qualified to give opinion
as aaprofessional
professionalanimator.
animator. His
accepted
opinion evidence
evidence as
report gave technical detail
detail as
as to hardware and software used in the 3D models employed.
employed.

objection to
Defence counsel had no serious objection
to the technical
technical aspects,
aspects, accepting that the equipment and

state of the art for
software was state
for computer
computer generated
generated animation. However,
However, defence
defence objected
objected the
the

was not
not aa fair
fair and accurate
accurate depiction.
depiction. in
in that
that the
the pre-morbid
pre-morbid animation
animation did
did not clearly
animation was
delineate the
the pre-morbid
pre-morbid leg
leg shortage
shortagerelating
relatingto
tothe
theplaintiff’s
plaintiff's polio
polio condition.
delineate
condition.Counsel
Counsel argued
argued that
that

depiction was prejudicial
mislead the
the jury
jury and while technically
prejudicial because
because itit could mislead
technically admissible,
admissible, its
prejudicial
prejudicial effect
effect outweighed
outweighed its
its probative
probative value.
value.

24
Citing Draper
Draperv.v.Jacklyn,
Jacklyn,
supra.24
Justice
Shaughnessy
found
video animation
to be
Citing
supra.
Justice
Shaughnessy
found the
videothe
animation
to be relevant
to
relevant to

the issues,
issues,helpful
helpful to
to the
thejury,
jury, that
sofware methods
had been
beenverified
verifed
that the
the hardware and software
methods employed had
by an expert
expert witness
witness and
andfurther
furtherthat
thatthe
theanimation
animationaccurately
accuratelyrepresented
representedthe
theplaintiff’s
plaintiff's comparative
comparative

gaits. He
He allowed
allowedthe
thedemonstrative
demonstrative evidence.
evidence.

Guidelines for Demonstrative
Demonstrative Evidence
Evidence
In the course
for this paper,
we discovered
discovered the
the website
websiteof
of Craig
Craig Ball,
Ball, an attorney
course of research
research for
paper, we
attorney in
25
Texas.25
Mr. Ball
Texas.
Ballhas
has developed
developed some
some useful guidelines for
for the
the submission
submission of
of demonstrative
demonstrative

24

Draper
Draper v.
v. Jacklyn
Jacklyn [1970]
[1970]S.C.R.
S.C.R.92
92(SCC
(SCCper
perSpence
Spence J.)

25

25

http://www.craigball.com/demoevid.html
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evidence. His “Ten
"Ten Commandments
Commandments of
of Demonstrative
DemonstrativeEvidence"
Evidence”may
maybe
besomewhat
somewhat overstated
overstated and

perhaps
not entirely
entirely applicable
applicablein
in Ontario
Ontario litigation,
litigation, but are still worth
perhaps not
worth keeping
keeping mind.
mind.
1.
1.

Keep it simple.

2.
2.

Use images
images and
and contexts
contexts familiar
familiar to
to the
the audience
audience

3.
3.

Pay
attention to
color and
Pay attention
to scale,
scale, color
and contrast
contrast

4.
4.

Anchor
with aa common
Anchor key
key points
points and
and issues
issues with
common visual
visual theme.
theme.

5.
5.

Test
audience on
men and
and women
women of
of different
differentages
agesand
andbackgrounds
backgrounds
Test your audience
on men
to jury
jury trials)
(applicable to

6.
6.

Develop one
one or two key
key visuals
visuals early
early and
and use them consisently in the discovery
process.

7.

Prepare your
your witnesses and experts using demonstrative evidence.
Prepare
evidence.

8.
8.

every witness.
Use aa demonstrative
demonstrative aid
aid with every

9.

If you
get itit in
in (i.e. the
the evidence
evidenceadmitted),
admitted), don’t
don't spring it on your opponent
If
you hope to get
at the last minute.

10.
10.

Never just tell
tell when
when you
you can
can show and tell.

The
The Settlement
SettlementBrochure
Brochureon
onCD-ROM
CD-ROM
As counsel know, most cases
casessettle
settlewell
wellbefore
beforetrial.
trial. There
only a 2% to
to 5%
5% likelihood
likelihood that judge
There is only
jury will
will have
the illustrative
illustrative evidence counsel has
has to
tomarshall.
marshall. Rule 53.03(1)
53.03(1) of
or the jury
have see
see the
of the Rules

be served
served90
90before
beforetrial.
trial. With this
of Civil
CivilProcedure
Procedure require that expert reports
reports be
this mind,
mind, counsel
counsel
and jury
jury are not the
the only
only audiences
audiences for
for the
the illustrative
illustrative evidence.
should recognize that the judge and
evidence.

In an article
audience of
of statement
statement of
of claim is
article Igor
Igor Ellyn
Ellynwrote
wroteinin2003,26
2003,26 ititisissuggested
suggested the target audience

even if
if the
does not
not reach
reach trial.
trial. These
at least
least 23 people,
people, even
the case
case does
These include
include opposing
opposing counsel,
counsel, the
the
defendant, the
the defendant’s
defendant's insurer,
insurer, the
the mediator
mediator and
and the
the opposing
opposing party’s
party's experts,
experts, who
who might be
defendant,
be

26

26

Promote Satisfying
Satisfying Settlements
SettlementsSooner
Sooneravailable
availableinin.pdf
I. Ellyn,
Ellyn,Q.C.,
Q.C.,Persuasive
Persuasive Pleadings
Pleadings Promote
.pdf format online
at www.ellynlaw.com/includes/pdf/Persuasive%20Pleadings%20Promote%20Settlements.pdf
www.ellynlaw.com/includes/pdf/Persuasive%20Pleadings%20Promote%20Settlements.pdf
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called "analyzers
called
“analyzers of
of facts".
facts”.ToTosettle
settlethe
thecase
caseininaafavourable
favourablemanner,
manner,counsel
counselmust
mustpersuade
persuade several

of these analyzers of facts.
facts.

Marshalling
in time for mediation, for
Marshalling demonstrative
demonstrative evidence
evidence in
for example,
example, provides counsel with an
opportunity to
settlement. This
opportunity
to highlight
highlightthe
thestrengths
strengths of
ofits
itscase
case and
and perhaps foster settlement.
This strategy
strategy must
be approached
approached cautiously.
cautiously. As
demonstrative evidence is submitted
submitted to the opposing party,
Assoon
soon as the demonstrative

itit loses its
its litigation
litigation privilege.
privilege.Therefore,
Therefore,the
thematerial
materialsubmitted
submittedeven
even for
for mediation
mediationpurposes
purposes should

be the material counsel is prepared
prepared to
to rely
rely on at trial.

An industry
industry has
has developed',
developed27, particularly
particularly ininthe
theUnited
UnitedStates,
States, ininthe
thepreparation
preparation of
of Settlement
Settlement

Brochures on
AnAmerican
American
provider28John
JohnGripp,
Gripp,describes
describes the
the concept
concept as
as follows:
on CD-ROM.
CD-ROM. An
provider28
follows:
generally reluctant
their opponent
opponent
Attorneys are generally
reluctant to show everything to their
during settlement
when a strong
settlement negotiations,
negotiations, but there are
are occasions
occasions when
strong
showing with
with demonstratives
demonstratives can
can help motivate
motivate settlement.
settlement. In personal
personal
injury
brochure is a common
common method to hammer home
injurycases,
cases, the settlement brochure
the salient evidence
evidence and
and anticipated
anticipated emotional
emotional appeal
appeal of
of aacase.
case. These
These
brochures,
which
can
range
in
medium
from
a
notebook
to
a
brochures, which can range in medium from a notebook to a fully
interactive, multimedia
multimedia presentation
presentation on
on DVD,
DVD,can
canbe
be simple
simple or
orelaborate.
elaborate.
They generally
generally include
include background
backgroundof
of the
thevictim,
victim, his
his or her family, the
the
circumstancesof
ofthe
injury, which
reconstruction of
ofthe
circumstances
the injury,
which may include expert reconstruction
the
followed by
event, followed
bymedical
medicaland
andexpert
expertreports
reportsand
andaademand
demand for
fordamages.
damages.
Apart
are aa good
good medium
medium for
Apart from
fromsettlement
settlement brochures,
brochures, demonstratives
demonstratives are
and presenting
presenting aacompelling
compelling story that
organizing the facts and evidence, and
taken back to the decision-maker.
can be taken

27

See for
for example,
example, www.trialvis.com/settlement.asp,
www.trialvis.com/settlement.asn, www.legalarts.com,
fn. 21,
See
www.legalarts.com, and
and see
see f.n.
21, supra.
supra.

28
28

“Pre-Trial Uses
Uses of
of Demonstrative Exhibits”
www.legalarts.com/pages/practicetips/pretrial.htm
J. Gripp, "Pre-Trial
Exhibits" www.legalarts.com/pages/practicetips/pretrial.htm
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Conclusion
Early
in the
the 21
21st st
century,
most
commercial
litigators
are wordsmiths.
still wordsmiths.
century,
most
commercial
litigators
are still
We We
still still
believe that
Early in
believe that
words are the best
besttools
tools for
for persuasion.
persuasion. For legal concepts,
concepts, this
this may
may always
always be
betrue.
true. However, we

are aa few clicks
live in
in the
thetechnological
technological age,
age, where
where superior
superior graphics
graphics are
clicks of
ofthe
themouse
mouse away.
away.
Moreover, for
for those
those of
of us
us who
who have
have not
not mastered
mastered turning
turning mouse
mouse clicks
clicks into
intopersuasive
persuasive graphics,
graphics,
there are
are service
serviceproviders
providersready
readytotoassist.
assist. ItItshould
shouldnot
notbe
belong
longbefore
beforemost
mostadvocates
advocates hone their
skills to
skills
to persuade
persuade by using images more often in place of words.
words.

Toronto, October
October 2004.
2004.
Toronto,

